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Summary Notes and References 

Creative Supervision Day 

Discover and rediscover the fun, relief and power of creative process to relax, restore and 
provide insights into our counselling work. A series of reflective writing, drawing, collagé 
and other art exercises will be facilitated and discussed as methods for supervisory practice. 
This day will be a highly interactive and reflective experience. No artistic talent is required – 
just an open mind and preparedness to try new things. 
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Jacki Short is the owner and Principal Psychologist at the Sydney 
Centre for Creative Change. She is a registered psychologist with over twenty five years of 
clinical experience in counselling, supervision, education and research. 
   
Jacki is an experienced and Masters qualified adult educator. She has trained thousands of 
students and course participants in Australia and internationally and remains committed to 
the safe and expressive growth of all those with whom she works. She gives her supervisees 
and training participants practical, evidence-based techniques to help their clients talk 
about their lives more easily, feel better understood and find solutions that are right for 
them in fun and creative ways. 
 

 

 

 



Overview of Workshop Activities 

Movement and Drawing (adapted from Rogers, 2011) 

Movement to get here – shoes off, stand up, move around room and be aware of body, 
move  at  own  pace,  don’t  pay  attention  to  others,  notice  any  tension  holding  – where? 
Nervous? Tired? Stiff? Walk any direction. Attention to soles of feet, breathe deeply.  

Leave concerns behind – imagine walking down country lane – carrying basket. Basket full 
of all concerns and worries you had arriving. Gently set down – knowing you can pick up any 
time. 

Connecting with others – say hello to others by touching elbows, no talking, (feet, knees?) 

Introduce art materials and uses. Papers/ pencils/ textas/ crayons/ boards, tape. 

Moving to get in touch with feelings – keep strolling as you think about your work as a 
supervisor and counsellor – how you are currently living these roles – thoughts and feelings? 
Satisfied/ content/ meaningfully productive? Stressed/ overwhelmed/ stuck/ frustrated? 
What combinations of feelings are real for you right now? Please stop. Close eyes. Imagine 
in museum looking at statue that depicts how you are feeling about your supervision. 
Observe this statue. Keeping eyes closed, put yourself in that pose. Be as honest with self as 
you can – be in pose says how you feel about yr work.  Sound? 

Second pose – image how you would like to feel at best in your work. Eyes closed. Take your 
time – slowly reshape self into this pose – feel into it – sound? 

Moving between – take some time to go back to first pose and then again to your second. 
Be aware of what you need to do to make that change – physically and metaphorically. 
What needs to happen to make shift? 

Art expressions- invite take one or two pieces of paper and art materials. Keep mood and 
silence. Hold onto feelings and experiences. Get comfortable in room- floor or table. Again 
close eyes, feel paper and feelings first pose (how you feel now about wk) start with non-
dominant hand if like, not beautiful – expressive – ten mins other options. Stand and look 
from new perspective but curious about it – write three words/ sentences beginning with 
“I”  eg I feel, I am, I have. 

Second expression – second pose. Repeat above. Stand and look from new perspective but 
curious about it – write  three  words/  sentences  beginning  with  “I”  eg  I  feel,  I  am,  I  have.  

Pair share – find a partner to share yr experiences with. Option to not show art/writing. 
Process reflections. No questions, judgements, interpretations, evaluations. 

Collagé – create a collagé piece that reflects your experience/ thoughts/ feelings about 
supervision (as container...) Share process and product in large group. 



Writing Exercises 

1. Mind map/brainstorm SUPERVISION 
2. Free writing 
3. Dialogue between parts 
4. Poem 
5. Letter to self 
6. List of seven  
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